EVYP0946AX BI Oven
Enhance the flavours you love.
Every meal will be an experience when you cook with the CombiSteam Pro
oven and its professional Full Taste Steam System. It has three cooking modes
- heat, steam and combination. In the combination mode it will automatically
adjust to exactly the right combination of heat and steam. So, it helps you to
consistently achieve golden and crisp on the outside and juicy and succulent on
Explore new tastes and intense flavours
With the SousVide function you can steam your food,
herbs and flavourings in vacuum-sealed bags at a low
temperature. This strongly intensifies the flavours, for
unparalleled taste and texture.

Smart food probe for perfect results
This plug-in food temperature probe gives you more
insight into your food. Set the probe to the right
cooking level (e.g., rare, medium, well done) and it will
alert you and switch the oven off when your dish is
ready.

More Benefits :
• Chose from 220 on-screen recipes and allow the oven to set temperature,
humidity and time or make your own adjustments
• Easy-access removable water jar for quick refilling at the tap
• Front lamp that illuminates the entire cavity without dazzling

Features :

Technical Specs :

Product Description :

• Compact built-in oven
•Multifunctional oven with integrated
steam functions
•Oven energy class: A
•Oven cooking functions: Bottom,
Evaporator + fan, Grill, Grill + bottom
(80°C fix), Grill + bottom + fan, Grill +
fan (alter), Ring + bottom + fan, Ring +
evaporator + fan, Ring + fan, Ring + fan
(alter) (humid), Ring + fan (humid),
Ring + fan (LTC), Steam, Steam
(humid), Steam + bottom + fan (humid),
Steam + evaporator +fan (humid),
Steam + fan (alter) (humid), Steam +
fan (humid), Steam + ring + bottom +
fan (humid), Steam + ring + bottom +
fan (humidity high), Steam + ring +
bottom + fan (humidity low), Steam +
ring + bottom + fan (humidity medium),
Steam + ring + evaporator + fan
(humid)
•Anti fingerprint stainless steel
•Oven cavity with 2 baking levels
•Fast oven heat up function
•Meat Probe
•Cleaning reminder
•Automatic temperature proposal
•Memory function for frequently used
oven settings
•Integrated recipes
•Automatic weight programs
•Electronic temperature regulation
•Time extension function
•Electronic Child Lock safety function
•Heat and hold function

• Product Installation : Built_In
•Product Typology : BI_Oven_Electric
•Product Classification : Exploration
•Type : Compact
•Installation : BI
•Size : 46x60
•Oven Energy : Electrical
•Cooking : Fan + Ring + Steam
•Cleaning top oven : Grey Enamel
•Cleaning bottom oven : None
•Nø of cavities : 1
•Design family : Millennium14EU
•Main colour : Stainless steel with antifingerprint / Mirror
•Control Panel material : Glass With Decor Trim
•Type of doors : 2 Horizontal stripes glued, 4 Glasses
•Type of handle : Metal
•Door type bottom oven : None
•Door hinges : Drop Down Removable
•Drawer : No
•Control lamps : No
•Hob control : No
•Left front - Hob control : None
•Rear - Hob control : None
•Right front - Hob control : None
•Right rear - Hob control : None
•Thermostat : Top
•Type of timer min. : PCIII/OVC3000EOS
•Electronic Oven Control : P3.T4.W10.S-AP
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